
124. Normalization of inter-Korean relations through Korean Peninsula trust process 

 

A. The. Overview of Challenges 

Stabilization of inter-Korean relations based on trust. 

In the short term, strengthen the security, in the long term normalize inter-Korean relations and realize 

sustainable peace on the Korean peninsula. 

 

B. The main promotion plan 

(Provide humanitarian assistance) decide when and how to provide humanitarian assistance for 

vulnerable groups such as infants and pregnant women (Non-UN sanctions target) regardless of 

political and security situation under consultation with international organizations. 

� Effort to resolve issues of the separated families, Abductees and POWs ⋅ 

 

(Opening communication channels and realizing the spirit of the existing agreement) Based on 

strong security, while taking into account the international situation and the attitude of North Korea, 

resolve pending issues such inter-Korean dialogue and nuclear issues. 

� Uphold the principle that inter-Korean agreements should be implemented, and promote 

additional agreements considering fulfillment of existing agreements. 

 

(Activate mutually beneficial exchanges and cooperation) Considering the nuclear issue, seek the 

way of Kaesong Industrial Complex internationalization and Economic & Social and Cultural 

Exchanges. 

� Given the conditions, ‘Seoul·Pyongyang Inter-Korea Exchange and Cooperation Office’ 

installation would be reconsidered. 

� ‘Vision Korea Project’ could be promoted depending on inter-Korean relations. 

 

(Political trust and military confidence building & complementary cooperation) Starting from the 

default action such as stopping provocation, build political and military confidence and promote the 

complementary cooperation. 

 

 

  



125. from small reunification toward grand reunification. 

 

A. Overview of Challenges 

Prepare the ground for happy reunification, by redefining unification vision and promoting economic 

and environmental community. 

 

B. The main promotion plan 

(Build green community through "green détente") promote building inter-Korea green community 

regarding the North Korean nuclear situation. 

� Joint research on green economic cooperation, the border region, DMZ and Baekdu 

Mountain volcanic field, and create the renewable energy areas in the Kaesong Industrial 

Complex. 

 

('The happy reunification conditions through the improvement of human rights in North Korea) 

make internal and external environment for the improving human rights in North Korea (For instance, 

enactment of North Korean Human Rights Act). 

� The humanitarian cooperation and the improving human rights of North Koreans through the 

cooperation with private groups and international society 

 

(Vision Korea project) Build the economic community based on ‘Vision Korea Project’, 

considering inter-Korean relations and nuclear issue. 

� In the medium to longer term, consider industrial infrastructure including railway, road, 

power, and telecommunications. 

 

(Succession and development of unification policy for global Korean community) Enhance 

publicity on succession and development of unification policy for global Korean community. 

� Consider the way of development based on consensus through academic research, public 

hearings, etc. 

 

 

 

  



126. Actual reunification preparation through building capability  

 

A. The Overview of Challenges 

Form domestic and international consensus on reunification and enhance capability for reunification. 

� Reach a public consensus on unification policy and policy toward North Korea and gain 

international support.  

� Increase material and institutional capacity and substantially prepare for reunification. 

 

B. The main promotion plan 

(Development of customized support for North Korean defectors) Strengthen education and 

customize medical support for North Korean defectors. 

� Nurturing North Korean defectors as a leader of a unified future by expanding the re-

education and the ground for self-reliance through intensive education support targeting 

young generation. 

� "North Korean defectors Cultural Center" construction, used as a communication hub among 

North Korean defectors 

 

(Strengthen the substantive unification preparation force) Strengthen interagency collaborative 

system for unification preparation. 

� Considering the legislation of fund-raising for unification 

� Build a cooperation system among domestic and international research institutes dealing with 

unification and North Korea issues, and develop balanced education contents 

 

(International unification sympathy diffusion through Unification diplomacy) Build and operate 

‘1 .5 track consultation body’ that is between government and private sector, targeting surrounding 

nations. 

� Promote “Korean Unification Network Project” for overseas compatriots 

  



127. Enlarging Eurasia cooperation and peace cooperation initiative in Northeast Asia 

 

A. Overview of Issues 

Relax the conflict structure in Northeast Asia by making the framework of multilateral cooperation, 

and allow working with Eurasian cooperation to build the confidence and promote economic 

cooperation in Northeast Asia and the Korean Peninsula. 

 

B. The main promotion plan 

(Promote Northeast Asia Peace Cooperation Initiative) create new order and build a relationship of 

trust by promoting "Northeast Asia Peace cooperation initiative"(Seoul process) 

� Promote of non-traditional security fields that is easy to cooperate. For instance, △drug·terrorism, △energy·logistics·environment, △humanitarian assistance ·disaster response 

� Try to hold "high-level meeting for peace • cooperation in Northeast Asia" 

- Institutionalization of Northeast Asia Peace cooperation 

- Initially, it would be held in the wake of the existing multilateral meeting, and further 

conference would be held depending on the extent of building trust among the participating 

countries 

 

(Promote northern triangular cooperation) Ensure the driving force for Eurasian diplomacy and 

Northeast Asia peace cooperation through the promotion of triangular cooperation (North-South-

Russia, North-South-China) 

 

(Promote Eurasia triangular cooperation) strengthen Eurasia triangular cooperation by expanding 

the cooperation with ASEAN and EU 

� Promote △ EU regular summit, △ South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 

(SAARC) foreign ministers' conference, △holding Central Asia summit and activating the 

Central Asia Cooperation Forum 

  



128. Enhancement of Korea-US alliance and Korea-China alliance and Stabilization of Korea-

Japan relations 

 

A. Overview of Issues 

Enhance Korea-US alliance as comprehensive strategic alliance, enrich the Korean-Chinese strategic 

cooperation partnership, and promote stabilization of Korea-Japan relations 

 

B. The main promotion plan 

Resolve pending issues between Korea and the U.S. 

� Harmonious resolution of pending issues such as ROK-U.S. Atomic Energy Agreement, and 

Defense Burden-sharing agreement 

 

Enhancing Korea-US alliance 

� Enhancing the alliance with the 60th anniversary of the Korea-US alliance (2013) 

 

Enrich the Korean-Chinese strategic cooperation partnership 

� Enrich political security cooperation corresponding to the development of Korea and China 

economic relationship  

� Promote the exchange and cooperation in the private level. 

 

Phase in the Strategic Korea-China-US trialogue 

� After the cooperation of existing private / public-private dialogue, upgrade to 

intergovernmental dialogue. 

 

Stabilization of the Japan-Korea relations 

Firmly deal with the Japanese government's territorial problem regarding historical issues. 

At the same time, effort to build a mutually beneficial cooperation. 


